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1. Introduction 

This is a proposal to encode two Tangut components shown in Table 1, and twenty-nine 
Tangut ideographs shown in Table 2. The two Tangut components are used in original 
Tangut texts from the Western Xia period. A proposal to encode 114 additional Tangut 

components used for indexing purposes in the recently-published Tangut dictionary 
compiled by Hán Xiǎománg has been submitted as WG2 N5218. 

Table 1: Proposed Tangut Components 

Ref. Glyph Sources 

3.1  Combined Edition of Homophones and Sea of Writing ‘C’ manuscript 

3.2  𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 (Homonyms) 

Some of the proposed Tangut ideographs are entirely new characters, but some are (or 
may be) variant forms of existing encoded characters. I have currently documented over a 
thousand variants of Tangut ideographs, and the vast majority of these show minor 
differences such as an additional or missing stroke, substitution of one graphically similar 
shape for another, or modification of the relative positioning of components (similar to CJK 
UCV #305 and #307). These can be considered to be unifiable variants, and are candidates 
for representation using IVS in a future IVD registration for Tangut ideographs. This 

document proposes for separate encoding a small number of variant characters where the 
difference in glyph forms is too great for them to be considered to be unifiable variants (i.e. 
where the supposed variant form has one or more completely different components 
compared with the regular form). It may be useful to document the principles for Tangut 
glyph unification in a future Unicode Technical Note. 

rick
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Table 2: Proposed Tangut Ideographs 

Ref. Glyph IDS R/S Sources 

4.1  ⿱𘣍⿲𘠮𘫾𘦡 206.19 
𗫸𗯝𘓓𘆚𘈧 = 重譯孝經傳 (Classic of Filial 

Piety with Commentary) 

4.2  ⿰𘣫⿱𘣍𘤅 236.15 
𗫸𗯝𘓓𘆚𘈧 = 重譯孝經傳 (Classic of Filial 

Piety with Commentary) 

4.3  ⿰𘫽𘡦 267.9 
𘓆𘒣 = 論語 (Analects of Confucius) vols. 6 

and 8 

4.4  ⿱𘡊⿰𘧤⿱𘡩𘤕 75.19 

𗵒𘉍𗭼𗩾𗠁𘟙𗖰𗚩 = 金光明最勝王經

(Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra) vol. 4 

𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 (Homonyms) 

4.5  ⿰𘧩𘤘 490.12 
𗵒𘉍𗭼𗩾𗠁𘟙𗖰𗚩 = 金光明最勝王經

(Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra) vol. 4 

4.6  ⿰𘡱𘤘 114.9 
𗵒𘉍𗭼𗩾𗠁𘟙𗖰𗚩 = 金光明最勝王經

(Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra) vol. 6 

4.7  ⿱𘣘⿰𘢌𘥦 217.15 

𘜶𗣼𗾟𗢳𗤻𗵽𗖰𗚩 =大方廣佛華嚴經

(Mahāvaipulya Buddhāvataṃsaka Sūtra) 
vol. 41 

4.8  ⿰𘨆𘥾 519.13 

𗢳𗵣𗤶𗯨𗙏𘝯𘋢𗥤𗖰𗚩 = 佛頂心觀世音菩

薩陀羅尼經 (Dhāraṇī Sūtra of the Heart of 

the Buddha Crown of Bodhisattva 
Avalokiteśvara) vol. 2 

4.9  ⿰𘫟⿱𘢸𘢱 736.18 

𗋚𗦎𗡮𘆡𗑱𗡞𗢳𗦻𗖰𗚩 = 過去莊嚴劫千佛

名經 (Sūtra of the Names of the Thousand 

Buddhas of the Past Kalpa) 

4.10  ⿰𘩍𘧓 590.14 

𗋚𗦎𗡮𘆡𗑱𗡞𗢳𗦻𗖰𗚩 = 過去莊嚴劫千佛

名經 (Sūtra of the Names of the Thousand 

Buddhas of the Past Kalpa) 

4.11  
⿰⿰𘤊𘠨⿲

𘢌𘠁𘤘 
267.18 

𗤓𗹙𗤻𗑗𗖰𗚩 = 妙法蓮華經 (Saddharma 

Puṇḍarīka) 

4.12  ⿰𘤊𘤕 267.10 𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 (Homonyms) 

4.13  ⿰𘪎𘤘 655.13 𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 (Homonyms) 

4.14  ⿰𘧇𘪗 456.14 𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 (Homonyms) 
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Ref. Glyph IDS R/S Sources 

4.15  ⿲𘤐𘠞𘠢 273.9 𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 (Homonyms) 

4.16  ⿲𘫾𘠣𘢌 278.11 
𗼇𘂜𗟲𗿳𗖵𘃎𘇂𗊏 = 番漢合時掌中珠 

(Pearl in the Palm) 

4.17  ⿱𘡩⿰𘡫𘤅 106.13 
𗼇𘂜𗟲𗿳𗖵𘃎𘇂𗊏 = 番漢合時掌中珠 

(Pearl in the Palm) 

4.18  ⿱𘡊⿰𘡒𘠡 75.8 
𗼇𘂜𗟲𗿳𗖵𘃎𘇂𗊏 = 番漢合時掌中珠 

(Pearl in the Palm) 

4.19  ⿰𘠐𘤻 17.7 𗙏𘙰 (Homophones) 

4.20  ⿱𘡩⿲𘤩𘠁𘤻 106.15 𗏇𘉅 = 雜字 (Assorted Characters) 

4.21  ⿺𘢦⿰𘦢𘤃 167.15 𗏇𘉅 = 雜字 (Assorted Characters) 

4.22  ⿰𘧍𘫽 462.11 
𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵 = 五音切韻 (Joined Rimes of the 

Five Sounds) 

4.23  ⿰𘩂⿱𘡩𘣵 579.17 
𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵 = 五音切韻 (Joined Rimes of the 

Five Sounds) 

4.24  ⿰𘣑⿱𘡩𘡰 210.13 
𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵 = 五音切韻 (Joined Rimes of the 

Five Sounds) 

4.25  ⿰𘤕⿱𘠊⿰𘡤𘠢 278.13 
𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵 = 五音切韻 (Joined Rimes of the 

Five Sounds) 

4.26  ⿰𘢌⿱𘣍⿰𘥍𘤾 141.19 
𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵 = 五音切韻 (Joined Rimes of the 

Five Sounds) 

4.27  ⿱𘡊⿰𘢉𘧓 75.13 
𗆧𗰖𗬻𘜼𘋥𘝿 (Newly Assembled Precious 

Dual Maxims) 

4.28  ⿰𘠣𘣴 36.7 
𘕕𗤀𘎆𗮔𗟲𗰖𘝞 (Collected Writings of the 

Shining Speech of Three Generations) 

4.29  ⿰𘢌⿰𘠈⿰𘠁𘠨 141.9 Stele of Sulaiman 
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2. Code Point Allocation 

2.1 Tangut Ideographs 

This document does not suggest code points for the proposed characters. There are 
currently eight free code points at the end of the Tangut block at 187F8..187FF, and 119 
free code point in the Tangut Supplement block at 18D09..18D7F. Therefore, the 29 
proposed Tangut ideographs could either be allocated at 187F8..187FF (eight characters) 
and 18D09..18D1D (twenty-one characters), or allocated at 18D09..18D25 (twenty-nine 
characters). In Table 2 these twenty-nine characters are ordered according to their sources, 
but they could be reordered by radical and stroke order if that is considered more 
appropriate. 

In Unicode 13.0 the Tangut Supplement block was allocated as 144 code points at 
18D00..18D8F (https://www.unicode.org/Public/13.0.0/ucd/Blocks.txt). In Unicode 14.0 
the size of the Tangut Supplement block was revised to 128 code points at 18D00..18D7F 

(https://www.unicode.org/Public/14.0.0/ucd/Blocks.txt). After spending several years 
researching the characters proposed in this document, I have reached the conclusion that it 
was a mistake to allocate such a large size for the  Tangut Supplement block, as it is very 
unlikely that a large number of new Tangut characters for encoding will be forthcoming 
unless variant characters which I personally consider to be unifiable (and best represented 

using IVS) are accepted for encoding (and if that is the case then the Tangut Supplement 
block will not be sufficient). Therefore, I suggest that WG2 and UTC consider further 
reducing the allocation for the Tangut Supplement block to 18D00..18D3F (64 code points), 
which would leave 34 free code points in the Tangut and Tangut Supplement blocks after 
encoding the 29 ideographs proposed in this document. 

 

2.2 Tangut Components 

The Tangut Components block is completely full. Therefore the 114 Tangut components 
proposed in WG2 N5218 and the two Tangut components proposed in this document will 
need to be allocated in a new Tangut Components Supplement block. I suggest a block size 
of 128 code points if the characters in both proposals are accepted for encoding. 

 

 

https://www.unicode.org/Public/13.0.0/ucd/Blocks.txt
https://www.unicode.org/Public/14.0.0/ucd/Blocks.txt
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3. Evidence and Notes for Tangut Components 

3.1 Component 1  

 

Fig. 1: IOM Inv. No. 4152 folio A 1 

 

1 ‘Tóngyīn Wénhǎi Bǎoyùn Hébiān’ Zhěnglǐ yǔ Yánjiū plate 62. 
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The ‘C’ manuscript of the Combined Edition of Homophones and Sea of Writing uses Tangut 
components as abbreviations for the seven Tangut ideographs used elsewhere to indicate 

structural positioning when describing the construction of Tangut characters (a four 
character formula that acts as a form of ideographic description). 
 

Table 3: Abbreviations for positional characters 

Character Reading Meaning Abbreviation Component 

𘊱 pha¹ left side 𘦉 394 

𗡼 bjiṟ² right side 𘡵 118 

𗥦 ɣu¹ head (top)   

𗘡 tśhjɨj¹ bottom 𘡘 89 

𘍞 iọ¹ surrounding 𘦫 428 

𘁝 njij̱¹ middle 𘠈 9 

𘓳 ŋowr² whole 𘦗 408 

 
Six of the seven abbreviations are representable using existing encoded Tangut 
components, but the abbreviation for 𗥦 ‘head’ ( ) does not exist either as a Tangut 
ideograph or as a Tangut component. This abbreviation is used five times in the only two 
surviving pages of the ‘C’ manuscript, which are listed in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Character constructions with abbreviation for ‘head’ 

Entry Character Construction Description 

A16 𗚛 𗚐 𗽾𘡘 Top of 𗚐 and bottom of 𗽾 

A51 𗔞 𗓓 𘃁𘦗 Top of 𗓓 and whole of 𘃁 

A56 𗔄 𗿧 𘒢𘡘 Top [right] of 𗿧 and bottom of 𘒢 

B14 𗓙 𗔥 𗂆𘦗 Top of 𗔥 and whole of 𗂆 

B55 𘖟 𘟪 𗄩𘦗 Top of 𘟪 and whole of 𗄩 
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3.2 Component 2  

 

Fig. 2:《𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅》 folio 4A 

 

In WG2 N4957 = L2/18-194 I proposed seven Tangut components used in Homonyms for 
encoding, and these were added to Unicode 13.0 as 18AF3..18AF9. However, I misidentified 
one component on folio 4A of Homonyms because it was damaged and missing the top part 
(Fig. 2). I misidentified the sample character below the component as U+18375 𘍵, and 
assumed the damaged component above it was Component 172 𘢫 (see N4957 Table 1 
Row 27). However, a more careful inspection of the sample character shows that it is 
actually U+180F8 𘃸, and the damaged component is actually . 
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4. Evidence and Notes for Tangut Ideographs 

4.1 Classic of Filial Piety with Commentary 

 

  Fig. 3: IOM Tang. 1 Inv. No. 2627: 《𗫸𗯝𘓓𘆚𘈧》 folios 6A and 7A 2 

 
This character occurs three times in the Tangut translation of the Classic of Filial Piety (two 
examples shown above). Unfortunately, this text only survives as a single manuscript 
written in a cursive hand, so it is a little difficult to determine the correct regular script 

form of the character. The character is included in Jiǎ Chángyè’s Xīxiàwén Zìdiǎn (2019) and 
in Hán Xiǎománg’s Xīxiàwén Cídiǎn (2021), where it is regularized as  by both authors. Jiǎ 
Chángyè gives the character construction as the top and bottom left-middle of 𗵘 tśja¹ ‘road 
and the right side of 𗂷 twẹ¹ ‘to sew’ (although there is no external evidence to support this 
construction). However, in my opinion, the manuscript shows that the bottom middle 
component is 𘢌 (Component 141) rather than 𘫾 (Component 767) or 𘤕 (Component 
278), which would suggest a regularised form of . Nevertheless, without further textual 
evidence for the correct glyph form, it is best to encode the character form as given by Jiǎ 
Chángyè (Fig. 4) and Hán Xiǎománg (Fig. 5). 
 
 

 
2 Kitajskaja klassika v tangutskom perevode pp. 145 and 147; also one further example on p. 137. 
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Fig. 4: Xīxiàwén Zìdiǎn (2019) p. 711 

 

 

Fig. 5: Xīxiàwén Cídiǎn (2021) vol. 5 p. 79 
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4.2 Classic of Filial Piety with Commentary 

 

Fig. 6: IOM Tang. 1 Inv. No. 2627: 《𗫸𗯝𘓓𘆚𘈧》 folios 6A and 6B 3 

 
This character occurs three times in the cursive manuscript of the Tangut translation of the 
Classic of Filial Piety. It is included in Hán Xiǎománg’s Xīxiàwén Cídiǎn (2021) where it is 
regularized as  (Fig. 7). 
 

 
3 Kitajskaja klassika v tangutskom perevode pp. 145 and 146. 
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Fig. 7: Xīxiàwén Cídiǎn (2021) vol. 5 p. 246 
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4.3 Analects of Confucius 

 

Fig. 8: IOM Tang. 1 Inv. No. 2627: 《𘓆𘒣》 6:10A and 8:9A 4 

 
This character occurs three times in the woodblock printed edition of the Tangut 
translation of the Analects of Confucius (two examples shown above). It is included in Hán 
Xiǎománg’s Xīxiàwén Cídiǎn (2021) where it is regularized as  (Fig. 9). However, the 
original woodblock printed edition shows that the left side is Component 766 (𘫽) not 
Component 267 (𘤊), so the correct form should be . 
 
 

 
4 Kitajskaja klassika v tangutskom perevode pp. 23 and 36; also one further example on p. 41. 
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Fig. 9: Xīxiàwén Cídiǎn (2021) vol. 6 p. 7 
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4.4 Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra and Homonyms 

 

Fig. 10: National Library of China B11-028: 《𗵒𘉍𗭼𗩾𗠁𘟙𗖰𗚩》𘐳𗥃𗡪 5 

 
The character  is a transcription character for Sanskrit used in a dhāraṇī incantation, and 
is glossed graphically and phonetically with the two characters 𗑓 dji¹ and 𗜜 ꞏjo² which 
give the fanqie of reading djo². In this dhāraṇī the Tangut word 𗖱𘈪𘄿 ꞏwu djo tja tjij 
corresponds to the Sanskrit word cukuti (!) (daudāntē in the Pali version, and 調怛底 in the 
Chinese version). 

This character also occurs in Homonyms under the homophone group 𗕧 dwu² ‘similar’, 
together with the characters 𗜻 dwu² and 𗷔 twu¹ (Fig. 11), and so should have the reading 
dwu or twu, which is similar to the reading djo² given in the dhāraṇī incantation. 

 
5 Zhōngguócáng Xīxià Wénxiàn vol. 3 p. 155. 
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Fig. 11:《𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅》 folio 12B 

 
The character is written slightly differently here, as  rather than , with one stroke 
missing (dot on middle right). However, the character 𗚋 tśji¹ ‘branch’ is written as  in 
Homonyms folio 8A, with the same missing stroke, which suggests that  is a variant form 
of . The difference between the two character forms is minor, and  can be considered 
to be a unifiable variant; therefore, only  is proposed for encoding. 
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4.5 Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra 

 

Fig. 12: National Library of China B11-028: 《𗵒𘉍𗭼𗩾𗠁𘟙𗖰𗚩》𘐳𗥃𗡪 6 

 
The character  is a transcription character for Sanskrit used in a dhāraṇī incantation, and 
is glossed graphically and phonetically with the two characters 𘔚 njij¹ and 𘁂 ꞏja² which 
give the fanqie reading of nja². In this dhāraṇī the Tangut word 𘍨𘃜𘕜𘙇𗜘 xji rjar nja gja 
r(jɨr) bjij corresponds to the Sanskrit word hiraṇyagarbhe (呬㘓若揭鞞 in the Chinese 
version). 
 

 
6 Zhōngguócáng Xīxià Wénxiàn vol. 3 p. 162. 
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4.6 Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra 

 

Fig. 13: National Library of China B11-028: 《𗵒𘉍𗭼𗩾𗠁𘟙𗖰𗚩》𘐳𗤁𗡪 7 

 
The character  is a transcription character for Sanskrit used in a dhāraṇī incantation, and 
is glossed graphically and phonetically with the two characters 𗡱 sjij¹ and 𘁂 ꞏja² which 
give the fanqie reading of sja². In this dhāraṇī the Tangut words 𗠝𘓩𘊾 𘀍𗓌𗏵 ꞏja mu kja̱ 
njaː mja sja and 𗞞𘙇𘛣𘀍 𘊾𗏵 dja r(jɨr) śja nja kja̱ mja sja correspond to the Sanskrit 
words amakanamaya (!) and darśanakāmasya (阿目迦那末寫 and 達哩設那迦末寫 in the 

Chinese version). 
 

 
7 Zhōngguócáng Xīxià Wénxiàn vol. 3 p. 324; there is also another copy of the same edition in vol. 3 p. 285. 
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4.7 Mahāvaipulya Buddhāvataṃsaka Sūtra 

 

Fig. 14: Pelliot Chinois 10065: 《𘜶𗣼𗾟𗢳𗤻𗵽𗖰𗚩》𘐳𗥃𗰗𘈩𗡪 8 

 
The Tangut text is a literal translation of the Chinese version of the Mahāvaipulya 
Buddhāvataṃsaka Sūtra (T0279《大方廣佛華嚴經》卷第四十一), but the character  
does not correspond to any character in the Chinese version, so its meaning is uncertain.  

𘏞𗢈𗓚𘄽𗢈𘂆𗋕𗋚𗍊，𘝦𗅋𘐩𗫋，𗯨𘃡𗦇𗖵，𗅉𘌽𗍫𘕿𗜈𗂆𗤋𘃞。 

菩薩摩訶薩亦復如是，不捨於行，隨世所作，而於此二無所執著。 

 
The character  could be a variant of 𗪎 ‘to force’ with a repositioning of its components, 
but the character makes no sense in this context. Another possibility is that  is an error 
for 𗶷 ‘towards’, but it does not correspond to the Chinese text, and even if that is the case it 
cannot be considered to be a unifiable variant. 

 
8 Cf. Fǎcáng Dūnhuáng Xīxiàwén Wénxiàn p. 215. The corresponding section of the Beijing copy (Zhōngguó 
cáng Xīxià Wénxiàn vol. 8 p. 325) is missing this part of the text due to damage. 
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4.8 Dhāraṇī Sūtra of the Heart of the Buddha Crown of Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara 

 

Fig. 15: Tenri 39-31c: 《𗢳𗵣𗤶𗯨𗙏𘝯𘋢𗥤𗖰𗚩》𘇂𘐳 9 

 
The character  is perhaps a mistake for U+18284 𘊄 niow² ‘evil’ (seen seven characters 

down on the same column), with the left and right sides swapped. 
 
 

 
9 Rìběncáng Xīxiàwén Wénxiàn p. 317. 
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4.9 Sūtra of the Names of the Thousand Buddhas of the Past Kalpa 

 

Fig. 16: National Library of China B11-052: 《𗋚𗦎𗵽𘆡𗑱𗡞𗢳𗦻𗖰𗚩》 colophon 10 

 
10 Zhōngguócáng Xīxià Wénxiàn vol. 6 p. 56. 
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The 1312 colophon for the Sūtra of the Names of the Thousand Buddhas of the Past Kalpa 

includes the character  in the phrase 𗡡𗭼𘋨 which Shǐ Jīnbō translates as 漢孝明帝 
‘Emperor Xiaoming of Han’. Therefore it should be a variant form or mistake for U+187D1 
𘟑 xã² with the common right hand component 𘫴 (occurs in 18 characters) instead of the 
expected right side component (only occurs in 𘟑). This character is also given in Nevsky’s 
draft manuscript Tangut dictionary (Fig. 18). 
 

 

Fig. 17: Xīxià Fójiào Shǐlüè p. 316 

 

 

Fig. 18: Tangutskaya filologiya vol. II p. 655 
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4.10 Sūtra of the Names of the Thousand Buddhas of the Past Kalpa 

 

Fig. 19: National Library of China B11-052: 《𗋚𗦎𗵽𘆡𗑱𗡞𗢳𗦻𗖰𗚩》 colophon 11 

 
11 Zhōngguócáng Xīxià Wénxiàn vol. 6 p. 57. 
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The 1312 colophon for the Sūtra of the Names of the Thousand Buddhas of the Past Kalpa 

includes the character  in the phrase 𗖵𗯝𗟻 which Shǐ Jīnbō translates as 令依蕃譯 
‘caused to be translated according to Tangut [language]’. In this case,  should be a variant 
form or mistake for U+1869C 𘚜 lhjwịj¹ ‘Tangut’. 
 

 

Fig. 20: Xīxià Fójiào Shǐlüè p. 317 
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4.11 Saddharma Puṇḍarīka 

      

Fig. 21: Princeton BQ2053.T3 T38: 《𗤓𗹙𗤻𗑗𗖰𗚩》12 

 
The character  occurs as the sutra index character at the start and end of a woodblock 
edition of the Saddharma Puṇḍarīka (Lotus Sutra) held at Princeton University Library. It is 
probably a variant of U+17FF8 𗿸 lhjwịj¹ ‘title’ with the components rearranged (Arakawa 
Shintarō transcribes it as 𗿸), but as there is no context for its pronunciation or meaning it 
in not impossible that it is a separate character. Certainly it cannot be a one-off error as it 
occurs in the same form at the start and end of the sutra, and multiple times in the 
pagination throughout the volume. 
 
 

 
12 Tangut Version of the Lotus Sutra in the Collection of Princeton University Library, Facsimile, Text and 
Linguistic Studies pp. V and LIII. 
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4.12 Homonyms 

 

Fig. 22:《𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅》 folio 13A 

 
In Homonyms the character U+17FE0 𗿠 tśjwiw² ‘amber’ is written as , without the top 
right component (𘣍). This is probably a mistake influenced by the following character 𗊏 
njị² ‘pearl’. However, this is not a unifiable variant. 
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4.13 Homonyms 

 

Fig. 23:《𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅》 folio 8A 

 
The character  occurs in Homonyms under the homophone group 𗉣 phji¹ ‘idea’, together 
with the characters 𗟻 phji¹, 𘜉 phji², 𗉓 phji¹, 𗁡 phji¹, and 𗙚 phji¹, and so should have the 
reading phji¹ or phji². The character is perhaps a mistake for U+170C1 𗃁 phja², with the 
first stroke omitted, but the reading does not match for this homophone group. 
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4.14 Homonyms 

 

Fig. 24:《𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅》 folio 12B-13A 

 
The character  occurs in Homonyms under the homophone group 𘛃 lu² ‘seat’, together 
with the characters 𘒃 lu¹, 𘊡 lu², 𗄨 lu², 𘇗 lu², 𗐣 lu², 𗒿 lu¹, and 𘊞 lu², and so should have 
the reading lu¹ or lu². The character looks almost the same as the following character 𘒃, 
but the right side is written as 𘪗 with has an additional stroke compared with 𘨿. The 
component 𘪗 also occurs in the characters 𗛕 bju̱¹, 𗠽 ka¹, 𗴢 bju̱¹, and 𗼥 ka¹. 
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4.15 Homonynms 

 

Fig. 25:《𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅》 folio 9B 

 
The character  occurs in Homonyms as the only character under the homophone group 𗿖 

ŋia̱² ‘goose’. The middle component is not clear, but by comparison with other characters in 
this edition of Homonyms it appears to be 𘠞. There are no other characters with the same 
or similar left and right components as this character which it could be a plausible variant 
form of. 
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4.16 Pearl in the Palm 

 

Fig. 26: IOM Tang.13:《𗼇𘂜𗟲𗿳𗖵𘃎𘇂𗊏》 Ed. A folio 7A 

 
The character  occurs in the phonetic gloss 𘉒 mo² (khja²) for Chinese 麽竭 mó jié 
‘Capricorn’. It is likely to be a non-unifiable variant of U+18039 𘀹 khja². 
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4.17 Pearl in the Palm 

 

Fig. 27: IOM Tang.13:《𗼇𘂜𗟲𗿳𗖵𘃎𘇂𗊏》 Ed. B folio 7B 13 

 
The character  occurs in the phonetic gloss 𘊽 thẽ² (śjɨj¹) for Chinese 騰蛇 téng shé 
‘soaring snake’. It is likely to be a non-unifiable variant of U+17D46 𗵆 śjɨj¹. This is the only 

example I have ever encountered where a character with Component 206 𘣍 is written 
with Component 106 𘡩. 

 
13 This entry also occurs in the A edition (folio 6B), but the gloss character is lost due to damage. 
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4.18 Pearl in the Palm 

 

Fig. 28: IOM Tang.13:《𗼇𘂜𗟲𗿳𗖵𘃎𘇂𗊏》 Ed. A folio 33B 

 
The character  occurs in the phonetic gloss 𗇊 (xã¹) thjij² for Chinese 㘅鐵 xián tiě 

‘horse’s bit’. It is likely to be a non-unifiable variant of U+17C54 𗱔 xã¹. This character is 
also given in Nevsky’s draft manuscript Tangut dictionary (Fig. 29). This is the only 
example I have ever encountered where a character with Component 185 𘢸 is written 
with Component 75 𘡊. 
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Fig. 29: Tangutskaya filologiya vol. I p. 292 
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4.19 Homophones 

 

Fig. 30: IOM Tang.18:《𗙏𘙰》 Ed. A folio 52B 

 

The character  occurs as the gloss for 𗷙 ljwị² ‘colt’ in the ‘A’ edition of Homophones. In 
the ‘B’ edition the gloss character is U+1733B 𗌻 ꞏjar² ‘to tame’, so  is evidently a variant 
or mistake for 𗌻, but as it has a completely different left side component it cannot be 
considered to be a unifiable variant. 
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4.20 Assorted Characters 

 

Fig. 31: British Library Or.12380/1843 (G):《𗏇𘉅》 

 
The character  occurs in the word 𗛾 (a type of tree or bush) in a woodblock printed 
edition of Assorted Characters held at the British Library. In the edition of Assorted 
Characters held at the IOM in Russia, this word is written as 𗛾𗝨 (Tang.19 folio 7A), so  
should be a variant form of U+17768 𗝨. However, it cannot be considered to be a unifiable 
variant because it uses a completely different bottom left component. 
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4.21 Assorted Characters 

 

Fig. 32: British Library Or.12380/1843 (H):《𗏇𘉅》 

 
The character  occurs in the word 𗫼 (a type of plant) in a woodblock printed edition of 
Assorted Characters held at the British Library. In the edition of Assorted Characters held at 
the IOM in Russia, this word is written as 𗫼𗯀 (Tang.19 folio 8A), so  should be a variant 
form of U+17BC0 𗯀. However, it cannot be considered to be a unifiable variant because it 
uses a completely different middle component (Component 419 𘦢 instead of Component 
112 𘡯). 
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4.22 Joined Rimes of the Five Sounds 

 

Fig. 33: IOM Tang.22: 《𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵》 MS D folio 63B 

 
The character  occurs in the ‘D’ manuscript version of the Tangut rime tables, under the 
fourth column (for dental affricate initials) of Rime Table 60 𗷢 tśjo̱w² (this character is not 
given in any of the other surviving manuscript versions of Rime Table 60). There are two 
small characters beneath it which should give the fanqie reading of the character (fanqie 
readings are only given for novel characters), but unfortunately they are illegible here. Lǐ 
Fànwén interprets this character as a mistake for U+184AB 𘒫 ze̱w² (see Fig. 34), which 

should be under Rime Table 48, but none of the manuscripts give 𘒫 under Rime Table 48 
or elsewhere, so his suggestion does not seem convincing. 
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Fig. 34: ‘Wǔyīn qièyùn’ yǔ ‘Wénhǎi bǎoyùn’ Bǐjiào Yánjiū p. 183 
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4.23 Joined Rimes of the Five Sounds 

 

Fig. 35: IOM Tang.22: 《𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵》 MS D folio 73B and MS E page 43 

 
The ‘C’, ‘D’, and ‘E’ manuscripts of the Tangut rime tables each have a somewhat different 
character in the fourth position of the second column (for dental initials) of Rime Table 70 
𗳃 bjị¹ / 𗒣 bjị². MS ‘C’ appears to give U+18688 𘚈 tjụ²; whereas MS ‘D’ gives , and MS ‘E’ 
gives . The D and E forms are unencoded, but are obviously variants of the same 

character with a one-stroke difference in the top right component. As the ‘D’ form could 
plausibly be constructed from the left side of 𘚈 tjụ² and the top and right side of 𗜦 ljwị¹ 
(shown under the liquids column in this rime table), giving the plausible fanqie reading 
tjwị¹, I believe that  is the correct glyph form, and  can be treated as a unifiable variant. 
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4.24 Joined Rimes of the Five Sounds 

 

Fig. 36: IOM Tang.22: 《𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵》 MS F page 25 

 
The ‘A’, ‘D’, and ‘E’ manuscripts of the Tangut rime tables all have U+17D91 𗶑 tśiwo² in the 

second position of the fourth column (for dental affricate initials) of Rime Table 52 𗆉 kio¹ / 
𘋘 kio². However, MS ‘F’ gives the unencoded character  at this position. This is likely to 
be an error for 𗶑, but as the bottom right side is completely different it cannot be 
considered to be a unifiable variant. 
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4.25 Joined Rimes of the Five Sounds 

 

Fig. 37: IOM Tang.22: 《𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵》 MS E page 52 

 
The ‘C’ and ‘D’ manuscripts of the Tangut rime tables have U+18040 𘁀 kjir¹ in the third 
position of the third column of Rime Table 84 𗟶 ꞏjir¹ / 𘊝 ꞏjir². However, MS ‘E’ gives the 

unencoded character  at this position. This is likely to be an error for 𘁀, but as it omits 
the 𘢌 component it cannot be considered to be a unifiable variant. 
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4.26 Joined Rimes of the Five Sounds 

      

Fig. 38: IOM Tang.22: 《𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵》 MS A folio 19A and MS B folio 17B 

 
The ‘E’ manuscript of the Tangut rime tables has U+17AE3 𗫣 pa̱¹ in the first position of the 
first column of Rime Table 22 𗴡 ga̱¹ / 𘆕 ga̱². However, the ‘A’ and ‘B’ manuscripts both 
have  in this position. This may be a variant or mistake for 𗫣, but it cannot be considered 
to be a unifiable variant. 
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4.27 Newly Assembled Precious Dual Maxims 

 

Fig. 39: IOM Tang. 35/1: 《𗆧𗰖𗬻𘜼𘋥𘝿》 folio 31B 14 

 
The character  occurs in the phrase 𘏒𗇋𗐱 in the colophon on the last page of Newly 
Assembled Precious Dual Maxims. Kychanov translates the phrase uncertainly as “те, кто 
открыли (?)” = “those who opened (?)” which would be a reasonable translation for 𘏒𗇋𗐱, 
but does not assign any meaning to .15 Niè Hóngyīn transcribes the character as U+174A9 
𗒩 nju¹, but he omits the phrase with this character from his translation.16 𗒩 is a rare 
character which only occurs in the family name 𗒩𗣀 nju¹ rjijr², and does make any sense 
here, so it is not convincing that  is a variant form of 𗒩. 

 
14 Vnov’ sobrannye dragotsennye parnye izrechenija p. 212. 

15 Vnov’ sobrannye dragotsennye parnye izrechenija p. 125. 

16 “Xīxià yíwén lù” p. 158. 
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4.28 Collected Writings of the Shining Speech of Three Generations 

 

Fig. 40: IOM Tang.27:《𘕕𗤀𘎆𗮔𗟲𗰖𘝞》 folio 9A 

 
The character  occurs in the phrase 𗜣𗜣𘖑𗳢, but it is not clear what it means here, 
and there is no obvious character that it could be a mistake or variant form of. 
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4.29 Stele of Sulaiman 

 

Fig. 41: Detail of the Stele of Sulaiman 

 
The Stele of Sulaiman erected at the Mogao caves near Dunhuang in 1348 is engraved with 
the Buddhist mantra Oṃ maṇi padme hūṃ in six scripts, including Tangut. The Tangut 
version of this mantra should be written 𗙫𗏵𗐱𗴟𗘺𗦀 ꞏa mja¹ nji² pja¹ mjij¹ xo, but on the 

stele the last character is written with the non-unifiable variant form . 
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